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Syllabus update
New repertoire for
strings and brass 
� A fabulous journey – exploring contemporary 
music through Spectrum for Violin

� In the studio – our first ever trumpet recordings

� A different point of view – looking at your 
teaching from new perspectives 
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Music teachers have a built-in advantage over
teachers of any other subject. A single musical
experience has the capacity to engage a young

person in music for a lifetime. How often can the same
be said for a single encounter with an algebraic formula,
an English essay or the second law of thermodynamics?

But this extraordinary power in music brings with it
corresponding challenges for the teacher. However
transcendental a musical experience, this is no
substitute for a musical education. As Keith Swanwick
pointed out in his keynote address at the 2009 Federation
of Music Services (FMS) Conference, education is all
about ‘multiple encounters’. Music must be learnt as
language is learnt, through sustained, progressive
listening, analysis and exercise.

So, while we should wholeheartedly support UK
government initiatives, such as Wider Opportunities and
Sing Up!, which ensure first access to musical experience
for the maximum number of young people, we should
never regard these as sufficient in educational terms.
Music education needs to be conceived and implemented
in a holistic way with flexible routes of progression as an
integral part of a complete structure. Otherwise there 
are all sorts of dangers, including the danger of raising
expectations which cannot then be satisfied, through to
the danger of initial learning, which need to be unpicked
at a later stage if a child is to make real progress.

What is now needed in the UK is a series of pilot
projects (perhaps led by FMS and Youth Music) which
devise and implement a variety of programmes of
educational progression over one or two years for
cohorts of pupils who have just completed their initial
Wider Opportunities and/or Sing Up! first access year.
These pilot projects should investigate the interfaces
between classroom work, small group and one-to-one
instrumental learning, group singing and other musical
activities. They should seek answers to all the difficult
questions. How successful is classroom instrumental
learning as a basis for future musical progression, for
example? Is this diverting resources away from
progressive learning in smaller groups and one-to-one?
Should teachers make value judgements about the
relative merits of different categories of music? How
should we manage the widely varying rates of musical
progress made by pupils?

The outcome of these pilot projects could be the basis
for recommendations to the government for more
holistic music education structures and funding beyond
2011, when current spending commitments expire.

Richard Morris 
Chief Executive
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New syllabus booklets for Brass (2010–2012),
Bowed Strings (2010 & 2011) and Woodwind

(2010–2013) have now been published. There are
no changes in the Woodwind syllabus, but you will
find new repertoire lists for Trumpet, Trombone
and Bass Trombone in the Brass booklet and for

Cello and Double Bass in the Bowed Strings
booklet. The new repertoire lists take effect from
1 January 2010. Examination Information &
Regulations booklets for 2010, UK & Ireland and
International editions, are also available.

Syllabus and information booklets are stocked
by many retailers or you can request copies at
www.abrsm.org/syllabusrequest. You can also
view all syllabuses at www.abrsm.org/exams.

News 3

9
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IN BRIEF

� 60 years in Kenya
This year we celebrate 60 years of
ABRSM activity in Kenya. During that
time we have seen a steady growth in
exam entries in the country and we
now have 26 centres in Nairobi,
Mombasa, Turi and Kisumu. ABRSM
has also been active in encouraging
music making through teacher and
student seminars as well as our
involvement with the Kenya
Conservatoire instrument appeal that
provides students with orchestral
instruments. Celebrations this year
include an anniversary concert and
commemorative certificates for all
successful candidates.

� New Chief Theory
Moderator takes up post 
We are delighted to announce the
appointment of Dr Anthony
Crossland as ABRSM’s Chief Theory
Moderator. ‘Tony is a member of the
Theory moderating team, and is held
in the highest regard by the Theory
panel,’ Clara Taylor, ABRSM Chief
Examiner told Libretto. His role
involves moderating the marking of
other moderators and panel
members, leading theory meetings
and seminars and working with
ABRSM staff on the preparation of
papers, marking schemes and
quality assurance matters.
Crossland succeeds Terence
Greaves, who will remain on our
moderating and marking panels.
‘These gentlemen have made 
great contributions to ABRSM,’
Taylor added. ‘We send warmest
thanks and appreciation to Terry,
whilst wishing Tony every success 
in his new role.’

� Piano teachers gain
syllabus solutions
Piano teachers in Malaysia,
Singapore and Indonesia were able
to gain a greater insight into the
current Piano syllabus at one of our
seminars held during August and
September. The presenters were Tim
Arnold, ABRSM’s International
Operations Director, and Loo Bang
Hean, Malaysian pianist and
educator. Together they explored
common problems faced by teachers
when working on the syllabus
repertoire, providing answers and
solutions along the way.

As part of our commitment to providing repertoire for a  
wide range of instruments we are expanding our Time

Pieces series to include new volumes for cellists and double
bassists. Compiled by Rodney Slatford, Time Pieces for
Double Bass is presented in two volumes and includes pieces
set at Grades 1 to 6 in our new syllabus. For cellists, two
More Time Pieces for Cello books provide repertoire set at
Grades 1 to 7 and draw on the expertise of William Bruce and
Tim Wells as joint compilers.

Both the double bass and cello volumes contain
arrangements as well as original compositions presented in
chronological order from the 16th century to the present 
day. In addition, Time Pieces for Double Bass includes 
newly-commissioned pieces and contemporary works
published here for the first time.

Robin Barry, Editorial Director at ABRSM, believes these collections give pupils a real feel for
different musical styles through the ages. ‘If you play the double bass or cello, you're in for a real treat
this year, thanks to the wealth of exciting and attractive arrangements and original pieces on offer in
these new Time Pieces volumes,’ he told Libretto. ‘Whether you're preparing for an exam or simply
wishing to explore fresh repertoire choices, you need look no further!’

More Time Pieces for Cello is available now and Time Pieces for Double Bass will be available in
December from your local music retailer or online at www.abrsm.org/publications.

Syllabus round-up
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Time Pieces series expands

We were delighted to hold our first practical
exams in Poland in June. Julian Hellaby

examined candidates in Piano, Cello, Guitar and
Singing at the Konserwatorium Muzyczne w
Poznaniu (Poznan) before holding a meeting with
a group of enthusiastic and dedicated teachers.
Hellaby also met teachers at the British School in
Warsaw, where we hope to offer exams next year.

All those involved welcomed the
approachability and inclusiveness of the ABRSM
syllabus. For teacher Maleusz Slojewski the
benefits are many and varied. ‘The students were
comfortable in the exam situation and both

teachers and students appreciated the written
comments (rather than just a mark). Teachers
also appreciate that the evaluation is made
independently; the examiner does not know the
candidates and has no knowledge about their
personal and educational backgrounds.’ He also
feels that by ‘striving for positive exam results
ABRSM’s system is one that can provide real
motivation for learners’.

Our thanks go to Maleusz Slojewski in Poznan
and Suzanne Buttimer in Warsaw for all their
help and we look forward to many return visits to
Poland in the future!

First exams in Poland
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News4

Earlier this year we invited selected string teachers to try out new ideas for
scales and sight-reading. We received much helpful feedback and the

latest proposals are now online so that all teachers can participate in this
important review, leading to our revised 2012 Bowed Strings syllabus.

Among the areas that we want to explore further in the scale
requirements are: rhythm/bowing patterns; the natural minor scale at
Grades 1 and 2; and minimum speeds for scales.

For sight-reading, we have yet to make decisions in a few areas, such as
the extent of bowing indications and fingering. On other questions teachers
were divided fairly equally for and against, for example whether dotted
rhythms should be used in compound-time tests at Grade 4. In short, we
need your help to steer us one way or the other!

To share your views on the Bowed Strings proposals please visit
www.abrsm.org/stringsreview where you will be able to find out more and
send us your feedback. Please respond by 5 October.

Anew ABRSM online course for music teachers will be
available from February, in advance of its official

launch in September 2010. Participants enrolling for the
February start are eligible for a 50% discount on the full
course rate (£295). 

The course, Being an Effective Teacher, comprises
three sections spread over three months. Teachers
taking the course will be given access to a bespoke
website, an e-mentor and feedback on all aspects of
their work. 

‘First, you are asked to complete an analysis of what
and how you teach, reflect on your experience to date
and assess your needs as a teacher,’ Richard Crozier,
ABRSM’s Director of Professional Development,
explained. 

‘Next, a programme of study will enable you to
explore current issues in instrumental teaching and
learning using written materials and audio/visual clips. 

‘In the final section you will study two topics from a
range of options, which include: planning, working with
groups, assessment and improvisation. This will give you
the opportunity to bring together the ideas you have
explored earlier in the course.’ 

For more information about this course, including the
special discount, visit www.abrsm.org/ecourse.

New online teaching
course for 2010

Concertgoers were treated to exclusive
performances of the two winning

pieces from our inaugural ABRSM
International Young Composers’
Competition on 27 July. Together these
works – Daniel Evans’ Appearances and

Toby Young’s Jubilate – formed the
centrepiece of ABRSM’s 120th anniversary
concert at the Cadogan Hall in London. 

Evans, a student at Wells Cathedral School
in Somerset, UK, collected top honours in the
Up to 14 years category, while Young, winner 
of the 2006 Guardian/BBC Proms Young
Composer of the Year Competition, came first
in the 15 to 18 years group. 

In total, the competition attracted 273
entries from all over the world. Wang Yi Fei
and Leung Hok Kiu Johnson were highly
commended, while Sarah Gait and Christopher
Gough were awarded runners-up prizes. 

Offering a snapshot of repertoire from
ABRSM syllabuses over the years, the

concert programme featured performances
from some of our High Scorers and Scholars
as well as special guest ensembles Panatical
and Catfish Blue. 

‘We will maintain the commitment to
contemporary composition shown by our
anniversary competition,’ ABRSM Chief
Executive Richard Morris told attendees on
the night. ‘We will also seek to reach out
more, whether it be to young people in the
early stages of instrumental learning, to
parents seeking guidance about music
education, to teachers or older learners.
Whatever the future holds, ABRSM will hold
to its mission of motivating musical
achievement in the most holistic sense.’

For some time now we’ve been
debating the role of the natural

minor scale in teaching and
learning. As part of the current
Bowed Strings review we are
considering introducing this scale
for string players at Grades 1 and 2.
However, depending on feedback

we may decide to include the
natural minor as an option for all
instruments. We would value your
views on this. Do you use the
natural minor to introduce the idea
of major and minor? How do you
talk about the raised seventh of the
harmonic minor? To read more 
and contribute to the debate visit
www.abrsm.org/naturalminor.

Minor debate

Bowed Strings feedback welcomed

Teachers in our international centres will
this year benefit from a range of new

seminars. We have moved away from offering
just seven set presentations to having an
array of modules that can be slotted
together. This provides a wider selection of
possible topics and allows each seminar to

be tailor-made for the teachers attending.
Modules include choosing repertoire, 
sight-reading, teaching pupils at lower and
higher grades, aural tests, diplomas, theory
and parental involvement. The new-look
seminars also benefit from a host of new
resources including newly filmed material

showing real life exam situations featuring a
range of instruments, grades and standards.

Our international seminars, led by
specially selected and trained examiners, 
are becoming increasingly popular and this
year we are holding well over 30 such events.
If you would like us to organise a seminar 
in your area, please talk to your local 
ABRSM Representative.

International seminars get makeover

Award-winning composers showcased at birthday concert 

Andrew Aarons performs Jubilate
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As part of his ongoing research into
ABRSM’s 120-year history, author David

Wright, Reader in the Social History of Music

at the Royal College of Music, is looking for
first hand accounts from those involved
directly with ABRSM in the past. Wright, 
who is writing a history of ABRSM, is keen 
to capture the personal experiences of
candidates and examiners worldwide, in
addition to presenting the factual, historical
aspects of the organisation.

‘Letters and diaries sometimes vividly
convey what it was all like, and if Libretto
readers know of accounts that they or family
members have and are willing to share with
me, then I would be delighted to hear of 
them – particularly if they are from 
ABRSM’s earlier period,’ he explained.
‘Because of the need to balance the different
aspects of the book, I can’t guarantee to use
all that is submitted but would certainly 
value the opportunity to know of any
accounts,’ Wright added.

If you have such material, please email
Heather Leeson, who will collate information
on his behalf, at ukoperations@abrsm.ac.uk.
Alternatively, you may write to us at the usual
postal address.

David Wright’s book will be published by
Boydell & Brewer in 2011.

YOUR EXAMINING

BOARD

NEEDS YOU! 

5News

The latest addition to our award-winning Spectrum series (see
page 14) will be unveiled at the European String Teachers

Association’s (ESTA) 2009 annual conference on 8 November.
Spectrum for Violin is an exciting, 16-piece collection of specially
commissioned contemporary violin works. Spanning all eight grades,
Spectrum for Violin comes with a CD featuring recordings of all 16
pieces performed by violinist Alexandra Wood, compiler of the
volume, and pianist Thalia Myers. 

The duo will introduce ESTA delegates to the pieces when
performing at the conference. They will also offer hints and tips on teaching the repertoire,
highlighting areas that can be used to develop technique or to introduce new concepts 
to students. 

Attendees are also invited to a lower strings session hosted by ABRSM syllabus selector
Rodney Slatford and syllabus moderator William Bruce. Together they will explore our new Time
Pieces for Double Bass and More Time Pieces for Cello publications. 

Learn to teach jazz
Anyone interested in teaching jazz piano

should consider enrolling on Tim Richard’s
ABRSM Jazz Piano Syllabus Course at London’s
City Lit this November. Run in partnership with
ABRSM, this short course is based around the
tunes at Grades 1 to 5 and explains what it
takes to succeed in the exams. 

No previous jazz experience is required, 
and participants are given a voucher, valid for
12 months, giving them or a pupil a free Jazz
Piano exam at the grade of their choice. 

Tutor Tim Richards is a well-known jazz pianist,
educator and author. Richards is also an
ABRSM jazz examiner and contributor to our
Jazz Piano syllabus. Costing £136, the course
takes place on four consecutive Sundays in
November (8, 15, 22 and 29) between 11am 
and 4pm. 

For information about course content,
contact Tim Richards on 020 8291 5221 or by
email at tim@timrichards.ndo.co.uk. To enrol
on the course, you must contact the City Lit
directly, (quoting course number ME841) on 
020 7831 7831 or at music@citylit.ac.uk.

IN BRIEF

� New options for 
online services
Teachers in the UK and Ireland will
soon have the choice of being
notified of exam dates online only,
avoiding the need to receive this
information by post. The aim, as
always, is to provide ABRSM
teachers with a speedy, efficient
and reliable service, and by opting
out of unnecessary postal
communications you can help us
save time and paper. Look out for
updates on this and other online
developments in future issues 
of Libretto.

� New reps worldwide
Following a reorganisation within 
C. F. Peters we have moved our
German representation to Edition
Hinrichsen GmbH in Leipzig with
Thomas Stein as co-ordinator. We
also welcome new Representatives
in the US (Ruth Mack in Houston)
and in Sweden (Gun-Marie
Engström). In the UK we have new
Honorary Local Representatives for:
Amersham (Pamela Hearn); Bury St
Edmunds (Dee-Dee Dobell);
Bishop’s Stortford (Steve
Maddams); Canterbury (Meryl
Haskins); Durham (Christine
Woods); Harrow (Anita MacDonald);
Salisbury (Liz Weager); Solihull
(Stephen Clarke); and Taunton
(Hilary Daniel).

� Ugandan appeal
Uganda’s Kampala Music School
(KMS) opened in 2001 and has since
enabled over 2,000 students to learn
an instrument. Many are young
people who without the bursaries
provided by the school would not be
able to afford lessons or instruments.
The school itself would not function
without donations of sheet music,
CDs and instruments, and the
fundraising activities of its supporters.
The lease on the very basic building
that the KMS uses ends in March
2011 and plans are in place to build a
purpose-built music school. With
some £500,000 needed within the
next year, KMS is urgently seeking
substantial gifts. If you can help
please contact Fiona Carr at
fionacarr@hotmail.co.uk or on 
+44 (0)1844 290000.
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Spotlight on examining

If you last took a music exam in the 1970s,
there’s a good chance that you played in
front of an organist. In those days, when

examiners were nearly all men from a
relatively narrow range of musical
backgrounds, the bearded and bespectacled
stereotype of a strait-laced, if kindly, church
musician probably wasn’t too far from 
the truth.

Clara Taylor, ABRSM’s Chief Examiner
since 1997, explains that much has changed in
recent years, however. ‘The diversity of
backgrounds within our examiner panel is far,
far greater, while the total number of
examiners has significantly increased,’ she
tells Libretto. ‘There are still organists
working with us, as well as experienced
schoolteachers, yet there are also university
lecturers and, increasingly, young freelance
musicians who want to put something back
into the system they came through.’

Steve Collisson is a good example of what
Taylor describes as the ‘new breed’. A
freelancer, Collisson combines examining for
ABRSM with part-time lecturing at
Birmingham University and a busy career as a
cellist. ‘Things have changed enormously,’ he
says. ‘Back in 1974, when I took Grade 1
piano, the examiner paced behind me during
the exam, smoking a cigarette. These days,
moving around the room while a candidate is
playing isn’t allowed, because we know that
people find it distracting. And, obviously,
smoking in the exam room has been outlawed
for some time! Nowadays the level of
professionalism is incredibly high.’

Since 2000, Collisson has regularly
examined abroad for ABRSM, mostly in Asia.
The opportunity to travel and meet new
people is one of the things he enjoys most
about the job. ‘The sheer number of
candidates you see makes it challenging to 
find exactly the right form of words to
describe each candidate’s achievements
accurately – but it’s so important.’

Juliet Allen, an ABRSM examiner since
2006, echoes this opinion. ‘The exam is a
really big occasion for every candidate, and
making it an enjoyable experience is a very

important part of the job. We all try our best to
put the candidates at their ease and to make
the exam room itself as welcoming an
environment as possible.’

Allen’s career as a pianist means that she
is certainly used to travelling for work. ‘One of
the things I most appreciate about examining,’
she says, ‘is the flexibility that ABRSM allows.’
Like all examiners, Allen works part-time 
and lets ABRSM know the dates within each
examining period on which she is available for
work. ‘This makes it possible to combine
examining with a solo career, which in my
case is vital.’

As well as being an accomplished pianist,
Allen studied the flute and viola up to Grade 8
standard. As an examiner, however, she has
learnt not to rely too much on her own
technical knowledge of these instruments.
‘What we’re listening out for is the quality of
the musical outcomes against our criteria,’
she states. ‘We all examine the full range of
instruments on this basis.’

‘Every examiner on the main panel has to
be able to mark fairly across all the
instrumental and vocal grades,’ Taylor
confirms. ‘Our moderation process is very
demanding and there is an expectation that
when two or more examiners hear the same
candidate’s performance, their marking of
any given component of the exam will be
extremely close.’

The level of rigour and accuracy required
of the examiner panel means that Taylor is
exacting about the qualities she expects of
new recruits. ‘They need to be able to make
quick and accurate judgements, to be
consistent and to have a clarity of thought.
Good people skills are equally important. As
the friendly face of ABRSM, we need them
to be able to relate to a wide range of ages
and to send out reassuring vibes.’

Personal organisation is also important,
while good keyboard skills are of course
essential. ‘We expect examiners to be able
to play the aural tests convincingly and to
accompany the sight-singing tests.
Realistically, an examiner’s keyboard skills
need to be post-Grade 8 whatever their

main instrument.’ Given these exacting
demands, and the intense training would-be
examiners go through, it is perhaps not
surprising that fewer than half go on to
become fully-fledged members of the panel.
Taylor is thus confident that the quality of
today’s ABRSM examiners is higher than it
ever has been.

But what of the church organists? Have
leather-patched tweed jackets been banished
from ABRSM? ‘Not at all,’ Taylor laughs. ‘I’m
lucky to work with a diverse panel of really
first-rate musicians, and I like to think that,
whatever background they come from, they all
share the spirit of the ABRSM mission,
matching the highest musical standards with
a caring and flexible approach.’ �

Robert Legg is Senior Lecturer in Music
Education at Oxford Brookes University.

6

BECOMING AN ABRSM EXAMINER

� ABRSM is always looking for new
examiners. We welcome applications frommusicians working in every part of theindustry, whether they are teachers,university lecturers or full-time performers.

� There is no longer an age restriction onbecoming an examiner. However, relevantmusical experience is essential.

� The selection process is tough. Even afterthe initial selection, examiners spend their firstyear being carefully monitored and onlybecome full members of our 600-strong panelafter this probationary period.

� All examiners work part-time. They canoffer as little as one week in each of thethree UK examining periods, but some offersignificantly more.

� Prospective examiners should write to us requesting an application form andfurther information.

The ABRSM examiner panel has been totally transformed during recent years as Robert Legg discovers.

Examiners now
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ABRSM publications and CDs are available from music retailers
worldwide and from www.abrsm.org/publications

New for
double bass
and cello

Time Pieces for Double Bass
Volumes 1 & 2

Two volumes of original
compositions and well-crafted
arrangements for double bass
and piano covering repertoire
from the 16th century to the
present day. Compiled by Rodney
Slatford, these books include
pieces from the new Double Bass
syllabus at Grades 1 to 6.

Available in December 2009

More Time Pieces for Cello
Volumes 1 & 2

Two volumes of original
compositions and well-crafted
arrangements for cello and piano
covering repertoire from the 
16th century to the present day.
Compiled by William Bruce and
Tim Wells, these books include
pieces from the new ABRSM 
Cello syllabus at Grades 1 to 7.

Available now

Cello Exam Pieces on CD

Recordings of all pieces on the
new ABRSM Cello syllabus for
Grades 1 to 8 together with
playalong practice tracks for 
all accompanied pieces. With
inspiring performances by
distinguished musicians these
CDs are a valuable resource for
both teachers and students. 

Available in September 2009

www.abrsm.org
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July saw the issue of a brand new ABRSM Trumpet syllabus and
to coincide with its publication, ABRSM has undertaken the
considerable task of producing recordings of the Trumpet

syllabus pieces for the first time.
During June and July, 176 of the 203 pieces from the new syllabus

were painstakingly recorded over the course of six days at Red Gables
studios in Middlesex – a process involving more than 24 hours of
recording sessions. Once edited and approved, the recordings will be
issued on ten CDs with a combined duration of almost nine hours.
Alongside performances of the majority of accompanied pieces, the
CDs will also include playalong tracks and solo studies.

Producing such a vast volume of recorded music is a sizeable
undertaking. Little wonder then that the task of performing the
pieces was shared among five world-class trumpeters: Roger
Webster, former Principal Cornet with both Black Dyke Mills Band
and the Grimethorpe Colliery Band; John Miller, Director of Brass
Studies at the Royal Northern College of Music; John Wallace,
Principal of the Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama; Paul
Archibald, Head of Wind, Brass and Percussion at Guildhall School of
Music and Drama; and Alistair Mackie, Co-principal Trumpet of the
Philharmonia Orchestra.

Leslie East, ABRSM's Executive Director: Syllabus & Publishing,
explained how the performers prepared for the sessions. ‘They are
sent the music weeks before the sessions so they can rehearse. In
fact, in some cases these players have actually helped select the
syllabus. That means when they arrive for the sessions we can start
recording straight away.’

The sessions themselves were directed by experienced classical
record producers Rachel Smith and Sebastian Forbes. They ensured
that the performances were consistent across many different takes
and that they remained faithful to the published scores – especially
important when preparing recordings for exam candidates.

One of the challenges of recording an ABRSM syllabus is the
requirement that the pieces be available in both duo and
playalong (piano-only) versions. The option of separate duo and
accompaniment recordings is time consuming and expensive,
with the added drawback that variations inevitably occur 
between duo and playalong performances. There is also the
option of having the pianist and trumpeter perform their 
parts simultaneously in separate soundproof booths allowing 
the piano recording to be isolated. But that option is less than

ideal. ‘It's not the way classical musicians are used to 
working,’ notes East. 

However, a few years ago producers recording other ABRSM
syllabuses began using another option – the Yamaha Disklavier, an
electronic player piano. Using the Disklavier allowed the pianist and
trumpet player to perform the piece as normal. While this
performance was being recorded, the Disklavier software recorded
all details of the pianist's performance – notes, pedal movements,
tempo variations – as electronic data. When the pianist and
trumpeter left for the day, recording engineer Ken Blair sent the
data back to the piano which electromechanically replicated the
performance of the pianist. This performance was recorded as the
playalong version of the pieces, meaning that it will feature exactly
the same piano performance as the duet versions. 

Once the recordings were finished, the complex task of
assembling the numerous takes of each piece into finished
performances began. The producers took away all recorded takes
on a stack of CDs. They then chose which takes to use for each
section of the 176 pieces, after which Blair and his team seamlessly
edited the selected takes together. 

But it doesn't end there. A complex approval process means the
music must go not only to the performers for their feedback, but also
to staff at ABRSM for comments, queries and approval. ‘The process is
a lot more involved than for most classical recordings,’ admits
producer Rachel Smith. ‘With most recordings we get feedback from
the musicians and that is often all. In this case, we don't tend to get a
lot of comments from the musicians, but we do get a lot from ABRSM.’

This is perhaps not surprising. As Simon Mathews, Production
Director at ABRSM, notes: ‘Students and teachers look to these
recordings as a document of how the pieces are meant to be played
so it's very important that all the details are absolutely right.’
Indeed, it's possible that, as a result of the editing and approval
process, the instrumentalists may be brought back to do retakes of
pieces or sections. 

All in all, it will take about six months for the project to progress from
the studio to the finished CDs (the tracks will also be sold as
downloads on ABRSM’s website) – meaning that the recordings will be
ready in time for January 2010, when the new syllabus comes into use. �

Trumpet Exam Pieces on CD will be available in January 2010 from
music retailers and at www.abrsm.org/publications.

Tim Whitelaw takes a look behind the scenes at the recent Trumpet syllabus recording sessions.

Trumpeting the syllabus Trumpeting the syllabus 
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Syllabus update10

With the recent publication of revised repertoire
lists for Cello, Double Bass, Trumpet, 
Trombone and Bass Trombone, we 
asked ABRSM Syllabus Manager 
Robert Sargant to provide 
a guided tour of the 
new syllabuses.

New for 
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11Syllabus update

Cello
Cellists are blessed with one of the richest
repertoires for any instrument. Our new
syllabus showcases some of the best known
works, from solo Bach to Fauré and Bloch,
and sonatas by Brahms, Chopin and
Prokofiev. There are also a few surprises,
with our first ever Mendelssohn sonata
movement (Grade 7) and Beethoven’s
marvellous but little known Op. 17 sonata
(Grade 8), usually played on horn but
sanctioned by the composer for cello.

For lyrically-minded candidates, the
Korngold Serenade at Grade 7 will surely
appeal – written when the composer was

just 11, so probably the ‘youngest’ piece
ever set on this syllabus! A movement from
Janác̆ek’s romantic Pohádka also appears
for the first time (likewise at Grade 7). There
are marvellous original cello pieces in the
earlier grades too, with Sibelius in Grade 5
and Alfred Earnshaw’s attractive little
Tarantella at Grade 3. For anyone wanting a
dry run for their solo Bach, then at Grade 5
there’s an appealing solo suite by W. Koch
written in Bachian style specially for Casals.

Two newly published volumes in
ABRSM’s Time Pieces series add a wealth
of extra choices, and the first three books in
the series are also represented in the new
syllabus lists.

Double Bass
The Time Pieces series is now extended to
double bass, with two books providing a
wide range of choices for all three lists at
Grades 1 to 5. Elsewhere we’ve retained a
large number of well-known albums and
pieces from the current syllabus, while also
featuring plenty of new and less familiar
repertoire. These include Piazzolla’s
striking piece Kicho at Grade 8 and a clutch
of engaging pieces by the Finnish composer
and bassist Teppo Hauta-aho at Grades 3, 4,
6 and 7. There are also movements from
concertos not written for the instrument but
which work beautifully on it, such as

Mozart’s concerto for bassoon and Vaughan
Williams’s for tuba (both at Grade 7). The
Pergolesi Sinfonia made famous by
Stravinsky now appears in an accompanied
guise, which many will enjoy.

An important change to the syllabus is
that the List Cs now feature accompanied
items alongside solos. This reflects feedback
from teachers in our 2007 pilot project and
also brings the syllabus more into line with
those for the other bowed strings.

Trumpet
Like cellists, trumpeters are blessed with fine
repertoire, and many appealing works are

included in the new syllabus. The List Bs
feature some significant but little known
pieces such as the sonata by Norwegian
composer Trygve Madsen at Grade 7 – written
very much in the vein of Ravel or Poulenc – or
a beautiful new collection from Cecilia
McDowall at Grade 6. Many will welcome the
return to the syllabus of Hubeau’s 
jazz-inspired sonata at Grades 6 to 8. In the
lower grades we’ve explored a number of
excellent new albums while retaining many
core collections familiar to teachers.

Overall, the syllabus contains a
substantially larger number of pieces this
time, and we’ve also expanded the number
of cornet and flugelhorn works. Perhaps the
jewel in the crown for cornet candidates will
be the fine pieces by 19th-century Danish
virtuoso Thorvald Hansen that we’ve set in
Grades 5 to 7. Additionally, candidates can
now take advantage of a related instrument
option (see the syllabus for details). 

Trombone and Bass Trombone
As with trumpet, we’ve expanded the size of
the lists, offering a richer selection to
choose from. Many of the most popular
albums from the current syllabus have been
retained and, wherever possible, we’ve
employed our policy of setting books over
several lists or grades, representing good
value for candidates and teachers.

Newcomers to the syllabus include two
lovely Romances in Grade 8 by Weber and
Jørgensen. A terrific Hungarian sonata, by
István Bogár, makes an appearance on
Grades 6 and 7, while Vobaron, Koechlin
and Philip Sparke enrich the List Cs. As
currently, the syllabus provides ample
opportunities for treble-clef readers, with
some excellent pieces from the brass
band tradition, such as Don Lusher’s
Concert Variations in Grade 7. 

For bass trombonists, several pieces
from the current lists are still included,
complemented by an influx of new and
less familiar publications. Among these

are some 20th-century French
works and a number of
recent compositions,

including by that champion 
of the instrument, Tom Dossett. �

The new syllabuses for Cello, Double Bass,
Trumpet, Trombone and Bass Trombone
come into effect in January 2010. Full
syllabus details can be found in the recently
published Bowed Strings and Brass
syllabus booklets or at
www.abrsm.org/exams.
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strings and brass

NEW RESOURCES

� More Time Pieces for Cello 
Volumes 1 & 2
Featuring pieces set at Grades 1 to 7
(available now)

� Cello Exam Pieces on CD
Complete performances of all pieces in 
the new syllabus together with playalong
practice tracks (available September)

� Time Pieces for Double Bass 
Volumes 1 & 2
Featuring pieces set at Grades 1 to 6   
(available December)

� Trumpet Exam Pieces on CD
Complete performances of pieces in 
the new syllabus together with playalong
practice tracks (available January 2010)

www.abrsm.org/publications
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Retirement does not appeal to Richard Morris. The Chief
Executive of ABRSM, who steps down after 17 years in office
at the end of this year, candidly admits that he will be

devastated to leave. The confession is hyperbole free. ‘I love this
place,’ he says, before pausing to contemplate the many reasons
why. ‘Its present form and ethos are incredibly close to my heart,’
he reveals. ‘I will miss ABRSM and the wonderful people here 
so much.’

Morris speaks with passion of his commitment to music
education and the promotion of its widest possible reach. His
ABRSM record speaks volumes for the man’s unshakeable faith in
the value of educational excellence, of providing young people with
sustained, high quality experiences of making and studying music,
and of supporting those concerned with nurturing individual
musical talent. Small wonder that thoughts of retirement leave 
him cold.

What does he plan to do next? ‘I don’t know,’ he replies, ‘and
that’s the problem! But I would love to be involved with leading
something concerned with education and the arts. I have been so
touched and attracted by the qualities of ABRSM’s community of
musicians, by their humanity, commitment, attention to detail – by
their style.’

Before bidding the fondest of farewells to his colleagues, Morris
is ready to survey ABRSM developments under his leadership. He
begins by citing ABRSM’s present corporate vision, one
distinguished by core values of excellence and open communication,
and its significant role as an independent force in music education.
‘Once dominated by the Royal Schools, we were rather authoritarian
in the past. My predecessor, Ronald Smith, changed that and made
us more responsive to our customers. We’ve taken the process
forward so that we now operate as an independent organisation
serving our customers’ needs while remaining totally committed to
the highest standards. Striking that balance has been part of the
job’s excitement.’

Customer service and excellence, notes ABRSM’s Chief
Executive, are not mutually exclusive conditions; rather, they have

been harnessed together during his time with ABRSM. ‘Coming
here from a business and publishing background perhaps allowed
me to see things with fresh eyes,’ Morris suggests. ‘I had become
used to the idea that things had to be exactly right. I’ve always felt
that ABRSM must be managed in that way, that there’s no room for
the second-rate. I believe we must judge ourselves not only against
the competition but also against absolute standards.’

Morris points to a steady increase in candidates, up from around
500,000 in the early 1990s to well over 600,000 in recent years. 
The success of ABRSM’s exams, he adds, reflects growing public
recognition of their quality. ‘While the exams contribute to nurturing
the cream of musical talent, we are also concerned with motivating
the greatest number of children around the world to make music.’

One emerging marketplace for western music education and
graded exams caught Morris’s attention before all others. China
came into the Chief Executive’s view shortly after his arrival at
ABRSM. ‘It dawned on me that people of Chinese origin formed a
high percentage of our exam candidates and valued the enriching
quality of rigorously testing an individual’s progress.’ Hong Kong
alone now provides around 14% of all ABRSM’s candidates;
mainland China, meanwhile, has begun to look to ABRSM to supply
the gold standard in terms of graded music exams. ‘We’re on the
point of a major expansion. If we have 90,000 candidates in Hong
Kong, think of how many we could reach in China altogether.’

Whether broadening ABRSM’s Asian reach, developing a new
Theory syllabus or piloting graded exams in Drum Kit, Morris is
sure that ABRSM will continue to be driven by ideals of excellence.
‘ABRSM finds itself as a rock upon which to maintain standards 
in music education. I believe it will exist for as long as people value
the acquisition of real musical skills. The wonderful thing is that 
we are in the position to take the long view on quality. It’s why I’m
determined to pass ABRSM on in first-class condition, so it can
serve music education in the future.’ When it comes to a choice
between retirement and service to music education’s future, few
would bet against Morris postponing the former to pursue 
the latter. �

Richard Morris on ABRSM12

At the end of the year Richard Morris retires from his
role as ABRSM Chief Executive. He shares his
thoughts on all things ABRSM, music education and
more with Andrew Stewart.

An ABRSM retrospective
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Next time you visit your local music
shop to buy a volume of music, spare
a thought for the many teachers and

students for whom this would be a luxury.
For those of us lucky enough to have easy
access to reasonably priced music in 
well-stocked shops (both on the high street
and online), and with the money to pay for it,
the idea that music could be a scarce and
prohibitively expensive resource can be a
difficult one to grasp. However, for many
music schools in less affluent countries,
particularly those working with
underprivileged children, this is the reality.

For the young people involved in these
schools and other similar institutions,
learning to play an instrument and, often,
performing in bands, orchestras or chamber
groups provides a multitude of benefits.
Playing and enjoying music have their own
intrinsic benefits but learning an instrument
also gives access to a nurturing support
system and the chance to channel creative
energy and talent. In this way music making
can help to raise self-esteem and can even
begin to transform lives that have previously
been blighted by lack of opportunity.

For around 20 years ABRSM has been
playing a small but significant role in
supporting such projects by donating music
and CDs. The donations include ABRSM
publications – out of print volumes,
returned or slightly damaged stock, old
exam music, books used in exhibitions –

together with items from our own reference
library, which includes a wide range of
materials for many instruments and from
many different publishers. We have even
been provided with gifts of music libraries
from individuals who have asked us to pass
on the contents on their behalf. The music
available varies from year to year but
despite this we are often able to tailor
packages so that materials match needs.

So how do we decide who receives this
music? Potential recipients are usually
identified initially by ABRSM representatives
or by examiners, either when travelling
internationally for ABRSM or in their capacity
as professional musicians. Once a
recommendation has been made we check
that it matches our criteria for donations
before adding the beneficiary to the list.

In 2008, more than 30 boxes of music
were sent to 21 recipients worldwide. These
included schools and music education
providers in Albania, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria,
Sierra Leone, South Africa, Uganda, Zambia,
Zimbabwe, India, Nepal, the Maldives, the
Philippines and Indonesia. New to the list
this year are a number of South American
organisations. One of these is Columbia’s
Batuta Foundation, which provides tuition
for 36,000 students aged 6 to 20 studying in
more that 250 centres in 102 cities. Created
by the Columbian government in 1991 and
taking the Venezualan El Sistema as a
model, the foundation primarily supports

children from vulnerable social and
economic backgrounds. 

For ABRSM examiner Alexandra
Mackenzie the Batuta Foundation was an
obvious choice for ABRSM donations. 
‘I performed with the City of London
Sinfonia at the Cartagena Music Festival in
January and many students from the Batuta
Foundation were invited to watch
rehearsals. They travelled from across
Colombia and I have never experienced
such enthusiasm, commitment and such a
sense of team spirit. I ended up giving an
impromptu cello masterclass that lasted
from 4pm until 9pm and there was still a
line of students desperate to play. I also
noticed that they often shared music and
had a limited repertoire.’

This year’s donations have recently been
dispatched from our offices in London and
will now have reached their destinations.
Leslie East, Executive Director: Syllabus &
Publishing, whose PA, Rachel Lewis, takes
on the task of sorting out the music, boxing
it up and posting it out, sums up why we do
this. ‘From the appreciative letters and
emails we receive each year, we know how
much these parcels of music mean to the
teachers, students and institutions who
receive them. Our hope is that they will help
more young people around the world to get
involved in music making and enjoy the
many and varied benefits that this brings to
their lives.’ �

13

The gift 
of music

Focus on giving
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Every year ABRSM sends donations of sheet music and CDs to good causes around 
the world. Lucy North explains why we do this and what’s involved.
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Spectrum for Violin

From Austria to Malaysia, Barbados to Switzerland, India to
South Africa, the ABRSM Spectrum series has taken wing
since its launch in the UK in 1996. Now, to add to past

volumes for piano, cello, clarinet and string quartet comes
Spectrum for Violin, compiled by violinist Alexandra Wood. Expect
yet more widespread enthusiasm and acclaim. Not to mention
sales to add to the 41,000 thus far.

Spectrum’s success must have left dozens of musicians and
music educators green with envy that a concept of such significant
simplicity was not theirs but that of pianist Thalia Myers. ‘The idea
has been to commission some of the world's finest composers to
write non-virtuosic concert miniatures, showing the essential
characteristics of their musical styles,’ she explains. ‘Our aim was
simply to address the dearth of serious contemporary music
playable by amateur and student performers, as well as
professionals.’

As always with Spectrum,
the new violin collection
features brand new
compositions ranging in
difficulty across the eight
ABRSM grades. And once
more there seems to have
been no problem persuading
high-profile composers to contribute – including, amongst
others, David Matthews (An Alpine Tune), Thea Musgrave 
(The Egrets Have Landed), Hugh Wood (Bagatelle) and 
Howard Skempton (Arietta). 

Ever-rising star Helen Grime contributes her Canto, while
Portuguese composer João Pedro Oliveira offers The Fifth String.
‘Students are often “afraid” of contemporary music because they
feel it’s difficult to perform,’ says Oliveira. ‘Or the problem is that
only very advanced students are allowed to play it. Spectrum
breaks down those barriers.’

The concept of Spectrum is ‘original and essential’, says Michael
Zev Gordon, composer of Joshi’s Dance. ‘Catch players young, when
they have no misconceptions of the nature of contemporary
classical music, and you have them for life.’

Philip Cashian’s Forgotten Game is his fourth Spectrum
composition. ‘Each year at the Royal Academy of Music I ask
students if they know a Spectrum piano piece,’ he says. ‘Nearly
all of them have played or heard one. Spectrum has filtered down
into the musical fabric of young and amateur performers all over
the place.’

Alexandra Wood describes herself as ‘incredibly excited and
honoured’ to have been invited to compile Spectrum for Violin. 

‘It was fantastic receiving each piece. The majority arrived via
email, though some did still come as hand-written scores, by post.
It was like opening a little present!

‘There’s a range of style and mood in the volume, from lyrical
violin writing to compositions with a real rhythmic vitality. We have
on the one hand pieces that allow the violin to mingle with
electronic sounds, but also true violin/piano duos, as well as those
where the violinist really is the star. There are compositions that
tell a story, and some that are more like vignettes . . . miniature
snapshots of one atmosphere or idea.’

Michael Zev Gordon is no stranger to Spectrum users.
However, his new title, Joshi’s Dance, will doubtless intrigue. 
In fact, it bears the name of his son. ‘When I wrote it, he was still
pre-Grade 1 violin. Now he's reached the level where he can play
it, which is lovely. Overall the piece has a jaunty, syncopated, yet

still gentle feel.
‘My brief was to write

something suitable for the lower
grades, without compromising
style or expressive intent.
Writing this way has had the
most wonderfully clarifying
effect on my work.’

Dobrinka Tabakova’s
contribution, Lydian River, reflects her long-term fascination with
the ancient modes. ‘These have permeated my compositions,
including a series of études for piano, each in a different mode –
Ionian, Dorian and so on. To me, each mode has a specific
character. The Lydian mode, F to F on the white piano keys, is
quite gentle and flowing, hence Lydian River. A typical quality of
the folk music of Bulgaria, where I was born, is its irregular time
signatures. A 5/8 pulse runs through this piece, over which
melodies unfold. Gradually they come together, converging like
tributaries of a river.

‘I wanted the dialogue between piano and violin to be an
uninterrupted narrative, again alluding to water. And to me, it was
important that the violin and piano parts should be of the same
level of difficulty.’

Oliveira’s The Fifth String is for violin and tape (the soundtrack
available on the CD that accompanies Spectrum for Violin). ‘We
can imagine the tape as a fifth string on the instrument,’ he
explains, ‘which can “change” shape, density, tension and so on, 
in order to produce new sounds that the other four strings can’t
produce. Normally I write very difficult music. To be able to
simplify that complexity and at the same time make it sound like
my usual music was a very difficult, but rewarding task.’

14

‘Spectrum has filtered down
into the musical fabric of young

and amateur performers’ 

In September we publish Spectrum for Violin, a volume of 16 contemporary pieces for players of all ages 
and abilities. It has been an inspirational project for all those involved, as Andrew Green discovers.

A fabulous journey
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The Spectrum for Violin CD is an integral part of the concept. It
contains violin/piano (or soundtrack) performances of all the pieces,
featuring Wood and Myers, plus playalong tracks for the two violin
and soundtrack works. ‘Thalia and I prepared the pieces with the
composers themselves,’ Wood explains, ‘mostly working with them
in person, but sometimes via Skype or email and in the odd
instance, down the phone! We then spent two days recording in the
Menuhin Hall in Surrey. It’s a superb venue: great piano, great
acoustic, lovely surroundings and no intrusion from outside noise!’

‘The principal aim of the CDs has been to create a Spectrum
“sound archive”,’ adds Myers. ‘The recordings may open a 
way into new sound worlds for people unfamiliar with these
composers. However, the purpose is not to show performers how
to play the pieces. The joy of finding one’s own interpretation is an
essential part of the learning process.’

In her travels abroad, Myers has come across pianists of many
ages playing Spectrum compositions in concerts, workshops and
competitions. ‘And of course I've performed Spectrum pieces quite
a bit myself!

‘Professors of composition around the world have told me the
Spectrum volumes are very useful teaching tools. In the UK I've
been involved in regular projects with students at the Royal
Academy of Music and Royal College of Music, in which they write

pieces to briefs similar to those given to Spectrum composers.
These are then performed, often by junior students.

‘One of my favourite Spectrum remarks came from the father
of a student at the RCM Junior Department: “My daughter now
plays contemporary music as naturally as she plays Mozart.”’

‘A fabulous journey,’ says Alexandra Wood of her work on
Spectrum for Violin. ‘Hopefully this volume will encourage
violinists of all standards to experiment a little, exploring the
capabilities of their instrument and our musical language 
. . . while having fun!’ �

TO ORDER

� Spectrum for Violin

Available from your local music

retailer or online at

www.abrsm.org/publications
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New Examination
Information &
Regulations booklets for
2010 (UK & Ireland and
International editions)
are also available.

Syllabus and information
booklets are available
from music retailers,
ABRSM representatives,
our offices in London and
at www.abrsm.org/
syllabusrequest. 

You can also view all
syllabuses and related
information at
www.abrsm.org/exams.

New syllabuses out now

Syllabus

2010–2012
Brass Syllabus

2010 & 2011

Bowed Strings

Syllabus

2010–2013

Woodwind

Brass 
2010–2012

Featuring new repertoire
for Trumpet, Trombone
and Bass Trombone

Woodwind 
2010–2013

There are no changes to
the Woodwind syllabus,
which now appears in a
separate booklet

Bowed Strings 
2010 & 2011

Featuring new repertoire
for Cello and Double Bass

Another extraordinary life
The latest in our series of composer biographies celebrates the
350th anniversary of Purcell’s birth. In this new volume Bruce
Wood offers a fascinating insight into the social and political
developments that shaped his career and music. 

Also available

Available from music retailers worldwide and from www.abrsm.org/publications
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V isit Ellen Mok’s Hong Kong teaching
studio, MusicRoom@Central, and you
might be surprised to find some very

young children taking part in their first music
class. Mok’s youngest pupils are a mere 
18 months old and she has made a
specialisation of teaching children in the up 
to five age group. In Hong Kong it is quite
common for children to take part in general
music classes from the age of two, so why
does Mok start them earlier? ‘Children at this
age are sensitive to learning the basic skills
that make internalisation of music easier at 
a later stage,’ says Mok. However, this is no
ordinary music learning and Mok has adopted
a range of teaching methods to unlock the
talents of her young students.

Many teachers now use highly individual
methods in their teaching and Mok employs
dermatoglyphics to identify a pupil’s
strengths and weaknesses. ‘We analyse each
child’s fingerprints using a computer
programme,’ she explains. ‘This can help to
uncover aptitudes and abilities. It’s so
important to set the right path - their talents
are unique, and so are their preferred
learning styles.’

Mok then tailors her teaching to the needs
of each pupil but in all cases takes a multi-
sensory approach that encourages children
to internalise and own the music from the
outset. ‘This helps with aural-listening and

response, musical thinking and feeling, and
interpretation and creation,’ explains Mok.
She also draws heavily on Dalcroze
Eurhythmics and Orff. Their holistic approach
and, in the case of Dalcroze Eurhythmics, use
of whole body movement to explore basic
musical elements, are particularly suited to
young children.

Teaching the very young does present
challenges, as Mok explains. ‘It can
sometimes be difficult to communicate and
young children do have shorter attention
spans,’ says Mok. However, the rewards are
many. ‘There are too many to mention them
all, but I love to see the children enjoying
music, as well as learning and displaying
their talents.’

Although Mok has been teaching the piano
for 17 years, the focus on this age group is a
relatively recent development for her: she
began teaching pre-school classes eight
years ago. Mok credits ABRSM’s Certificate of
Teaching course with providing the impetus to
reassess her career. ‘It was a very inspiring
course that changed my thinking on
instrumental teaching. New ideas flourished!
I started further studies after that, created
more group lessons for my students and
started to teach little ones – all something
beyond traditional teaching.’ Mok now has a
thriving teaching practice with more than 
50 students a week. Around half have general

music lessons in groups, of 3 to 30, while the
remainder, which includes pupils up to the
age of 14, have individual piano lessons along
with regular group activities.

Some of Mok’s students move from
general music classes to one-to-one piano
lessons at around three years old. Mok puts
this relatively early transition down to the
time spent laying such strong musical
foundations. Another distinctive aspect of
Mok’s approach is the importance she places
on the role of parents. ‘Parents are my
students’ home tutors. I convince them 
that the simple games and techniques used
in lessons have a direct effect on learning the
more difficult musical skills and theory. The
more they practise the games at home 
with their children the better the foundation
for growth!’

Amidst her busy life as a teacher Mok still
finds time to further her understanding of
teaching and learning, exploring the ‘many
unknowns’ and looking forward to sharing
‘more interesting findings’ with other
teachers. But central to her teaching
philosophy is an enthusiasm for helping each
child to make the most of his or her musical
potential. ‘Every little child is unique, with
unique strengths and unique weaknesses. 
It’s hard to anticipate outcomes but I try to
guide them in the right direction and to
encourage their interests and talents.’ �

17Early learning

Good foundations
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A solid musical foundation is essential for learning any instrument and for the pupils of one 
Hong Kong-based teacher, work on the building blocks of music begins early. 
Lucy North spoke to Ellen Mok to find out more.
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Teachers’ corner

If you’ve ever said of your pupils ‘I just can’t get through to them’,
‘I might as well be talking a foreign language’ or ‘I wish I knew
what was going on inside their heads’, the following ‘perceptual

positions’ technique may help you. John Grinder and Judith de
Lozier (two of the originators of Neuro Linguistic Programming)
developed the technique which enables you to experience the
interaction between teacher and pupil from three different
perspectives during a virtual lesson.

The first position is ‘you the teacher’ seeing the pupil or group
through your own eyes. The second position is ‘you as the pupil’
seeing ‘you the teacher’ through the pupil’s eyes. The third position
is ‘you as the observer’ seeing the interaction between ‘you the
teacher’ and ‘you as the pupil’ from a detached, objective position.

You can either physically move from one position to another, or
you could sit on three different chairs, alternatively you could
visualise the scenario. You may find it easier to start by physically
moving then as you become more familiar with the process try
doing it in your head.

You the teacher
Starting in the first position what can you see, what can you hear,
what are you thinking, what do you feel? Consider your words, tone
of voice, volume, the timbre and rhythm. Now focus on your
posture, are you standing or sitting, what is your position relative to
the pupil or group, what are you doing with your hands, are you
relaxed or tense? Take a few moments to consider your internal
dialogue, what are you thinking? Check your emotional state, what
are you feeling? 

Then ‘shake off’ the experience of the first position either by
shaking your arms and legs or by mentally distracting yourself,
perhaps by reciting your phone number backwards.

You as the pupil
Move to the second position and ‘become’ the pupil. What do you
see, hear, think and feel as the pupil, looking at and listening to ‘you
the teacher’? Take on the pupil’s posture and make the experience
as intense as possible. Allow yourself time to fully experience the
lesson from the pupil’s point of view. 

Now ‘shake off’ the pupil and move to the third position, the
perspective of the ‘objective observer’.

The objective observer
Move to a position where you can see both the ‘teacher’ and 
the ‘pupil’ and consider the interaction between them. What are
they saying, what are they doing, what effect is one having on 
the other? What are they feeling? Stay in the third position 
as long as you need to. 

Using your insight
Taking with you the understanding and insights gained as the
observer move back to the first position and repeat the whole
process starting again as ‘you the teacher’. Knowing what you know
now, what are you doing differently? When you move to the second
position what has changed? What is different from the observer’s
point of view? You can repeat the process as often as you need to,
each time returning to the first position with different insights and
different options. You are now ready to harness your greater
understanding in the ‘real life’ lesson. 

This technique isn’t limited to teaching and learning 
activities and I’m sure you can think of many situations where 
it will help you to discover the ‘difference that makes the
difference’. All you need to do is decide on the context, fix a time
and give it a go! �
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Spending time taking a fresh look at your teaching – from different view points – can reap great
benefits. Michael Thomason, former violin teacher, Operations Manager for Lancashire Music
Service, and Neuro Linguistic Programming practitioner explains how.

A different
point of view
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Through the keyhole
A workshop for music teachers, parents and candidates

Workshop places cost £5. Children under 18 are welcome free of charge when 
accompanied by a fee paying adult (one child per adult). 

For more information and to download a booking form visit www.abrsm.org/keyhole. 
Alternatively, contact Jane Dennison: seminars@abrsm.ac.uk, +44 (0)20 7467 8254.

September – November 2009
Bristol, London, Oxford, Gateshead, 
York, Manchester and Liverpool 

This half-day workshop offers a unique insight 
into ABRSM graded exams. Find out what makes a 
distinction, discover how to maximise marks, gain a 
greater understanding of the marking criteria and 
much more. 

Our presenter, Anthony Williams, is an ABRSM 
examiner, moderator, mentor and presenter with a 
wealth of experience and knowledge to share.

www.abrsm.org
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Passionate about
the Piano?
If you are aged 8 - 18 and enjoy playing a
keyboard instrument, why not consider a specialist
music education at Chetham’s - the UK’s largest
Music School based in Manchester City Centre.

What matters at Chets is talent and potential, not
background or ability to pay - 90% of our
students receive funding assistance through the
government’s Music and Dance scheme.

Chetham’s keyboard department boasts state of
the art facilities, with Bernard Roberts, John Lill
and Kathryn Stott as visiting tutors. Former Chets
students include Stephen Hough, Paul Lewis, Peter
Donohoe, Leon McCawley and Gwilym Simcock.
Find out how you can follow in their footsteps.

Advice sessions and auditions are available
throughout the year. Join us on our Open Day on
Saturday 17 October 2009, or visit
www.chethams.com for more information.

Chetham’s School of Music
Long Millgate, Manchester, M3 1SB
T: 0161 834 9644 E: chets@chethams.com
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We offer a wide range of 
courses to help you develop 
your knowledge and skills.
Forthcoming courses include:

Two-day professional
development course
Barbados, Jamaica & Trinidad

Certificate of Teaching 
(CT ABRSM) Singapore & UK

Jazz tasters and courses UK

Introduction to Instrumental 
and Vocal Teaching UK

Teaching Music Effectively UK

To find out more about all 
ABRSM courses, seminars 
and workshops visit
www.abrsm.org/teachers.

Inspiration
for your teaching

Inspiring all piano 
teachers, performers 

and enthusiasts

in the UK 

experienced  teachers 

Enquiries to
The Administrator,
6 Ripley Close, Hazel Grove,
Stockport, Cheshire SK7 6EX

Tel: 08456 581 054
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SEPTEMBER

National Association of Music

Educators conference

York University, York, UK, 

18 – 20 September.

Come and meet us at the ABRSM stand.

www.name2.org.uk

Through the keyhole workshops

Chappell of Bond Street and ABRSM,

London, UK, 19 September.

Through the keyhole workshop

Trinity College, Oxford, UK, 

20 September.

Closing date for the UK Certificate of

Teaching part-time course

21 September.

High Scorers’ Concert

Bolton, UK, 24 September.

High Scorers’ Concert

Doncaster, UK, 27 September.

OCTOBER

High Scorers’ Concert

York, UK, 3 October.

Jazz taster session

ABRSM, London, UK, 10 October.

High Scorers’ Concert

Northampton, UK, 13 October.

High Scorers’ Concert

Swansea, UK, 18 October.

Jazz taster session

ABRSM, London, UK, 18 October.

High Scorers’ Concert

Macau Cultural Centre, Macau, 

24 October.

Through the keyhole workshop

The Sage Gateshead, UK, 24 October.

Through the keyhole workshop

Banks, York, UK, 24 October.

NOVEMBER

Jazz taster session

Bannerdale Centre, Sheffield, UK, 

1 November.

High Scorers’ Concert

University of Science & Technology,

Macau, 7 November.

Through the keyhole workshop

Music Notes, Liverpool, UK, 7 November

Through the keyhole workshop

Forsyths, Manchester, UK, 7 November

European String Teachers

Association autumn conference

Yehudi Menuhin School, Surrey, UK, 

8 November. 

Come and meet us at the ABRSM stand.

Includes ABRSM sessions on Spectrum

for Violin and cello and double bass

repertoire.

www.estastrings.org.uk

Professional development course

Barbados, 9 & 10 November.

Professional development course

Trinidad, 11 & 12 November.

Introduction to Instrumental 

and Vocal Teaching course

ABRSM, London, UK, 14 November.

Professional development course

Jamaica, 14 & 15 November.

Jazz taster session

The Grammar School at Leeds, Leeds,

UK, 15 November.

Specialist Schools and Academies

Trust National conference 

International Convention Centre,

Birmingham, UK,

25 – 27 November.

Come and meet us at the ABRSM stand.

www.specialistschools.org.uk

Jazz taster session

Swindon Music Service, Swindon, UK,

29 November.

DECEMBER

Closing date for the UK Certificate of

Teaching fast-track course

7 December.

JANUARY 

High Scorers’ Concert

Young Musicians' Society, Singapore, 

16 January.

High Scorers’ Concert

KL Convention Centre, Kuala Lumpur,

Malaysia, 17 January.

FEBRUARY

Introductory jazz course begins

City of London School for Boys, London,

UK, 7 February.

Introduction to Instrumental 

and Vocal Teaching course

ABRSM, London, UK, 14 February.

Teaching Music Effectively 

course begins

ABRSM, London, UK, 20 February.

Introductory jazz course begins

The Grammar School at Leeds, Leeds,

UK, 28 February.

MARCH

Introduction to Instrumental 

and Vocal Teaching course

Milton Keynes Theatre, Milton Keynes,

UK, 27 March.

APRIL

Introduction to Instrumental 

and Vocal Teaching course

RSAMD, Glasgow, UK, 17 April.

Teaching Music Effectively 

course begins

The Red Maids’ School, Bristol, UK, 

17 April.

For more information about 

ABRSM courses and events visit

www.abrsm.org.

Diary dates – 

A round-up of forthcoming

ABRSM courses and

events, plus conferences

where you can meet

members of the 

ABRSM team

21Diary dates
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We celebrated 120 years of ABRSM with a
memorable concert in July. Performers
ranged from Music Medals beginners to

scholarship holders making progress in the
profession. It will be interesting to see how many
make their names in the future. Some of you
may remember our High Achievers’ Concert at
Covent Garden’s Linbury Theatre in 2000. A
number of the performers such as clarinettist
Julian Bliss, violinist Jennifer Pike and pianist
Bobby Chen, are now well known on the
international concert circuit.

We teachers sometimes have the joy and
privilege of helping gifted students, but it is more
usual to feel satisfaction at the achievements of
average learners or those who struggle. It is
important to remember that a mark of 100 for
someone who has to work incredibly hard is a
greater achievement than a blazing distinction
for the really talented. Have you had any
students who stay in your mind forever, for
whatever reason? If so, do share your
experiences on this page. This is also a place for
me to answer any questions you may have.

Why are there no extra marks for playing 
from memory?
It is not a syllabus requirement, but if playing
from memory enables a more communicative
and fluent performance then extra marks will be
achieved. The memorisation in itself is not part
of the assessment. Candidates sometimes
attempt to play from memory, all goes well for 
a while, and then a breakdown occurs. It is so
much better to avoid anything that adds 
tension to the occasion.

Will the examiner tell me when I’m in tune with
the piano before I play my pieces?
Tuning the instrument is part of the assessment.
Candidates in the early grades can be helped by the
teacher or pianist, but at higher levels they should
do it themselves. Examiners are not allowed to
help, and must not touch the instruments as
they are not insured against accidents!

Write to Clara at the usual postal address or
send an email to chiefexaminer@abrsm.ac.uk.

CLARA’S COMMENT
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Musical life in Zimbabwe

I am a music teacher working in Zimbabwe as Director of Music at

Harare’s Chisipite Senior School for girls. I receive Libretto and love

reading it because it draws me into the circle of music teachers worldwide

and alerts me to their wonderful achievements. I really enjoy reading your

letters and good advice on musical subjects. I also read about all your 

far-flung centres but there is never a word about Zimbabwe.

Music teachers here work to the ABRSM syllabus and when the

students can afford it they fly to South Africa or Zambia to take their

exams but this is very costly and not open to all students due to financial

restraints. We follow the ABRSM syllabus in piano, strings, brass and

woodwind instruments and feel it offers unparalleled opportunities for

students to reach their potential, whatever it may be, in all aspects of music.

We have a school orchestra, a windband, string orchestra, junior school

orchestra, junior and senior choirs, madrigal group, chapel choir, a capella

groups that sing in the vernacular, marimba groups, a jazz band, clarinet

and flute choirs, and we have made four CDs. Our local Eisteddfod this

year had nearly a thousand entries with an adjudicator from South

Africa. Our school also offers a free winter season of concerts and a

festival featuring families who make music together, with ages ranging

from 4 to 72. I wonder if there is anyone else who does this sort of

festival in the UK? I also wonder when you are coming back here to

examine us? 

(DI WRIGHT, HARARE, ZIMBABWE)

LETTERS

Thank you!

I teach violin to my little eight-year-old granddaughter. She

absolutely loved her Grade 3 violin exam and thought the examiner

was really nice: 'He must have liked my playing because he asked me

to do some of my scales again! I think I've got an extinction (sic)!'

Thank you to the 'really nice' examiner.

(HELEN BRUNNER, LONDON, UK) 

Examiners’ pets

Without exception, all of my

pupils like cats (I have a

Burmese called Coco) and 

I am sure they would like

very much to see a photo 

of your Alexander the Great. 

I think it would prove to 

my lot that examiners are

human after all! 

(IRENE SANDALL, GRANTHAM, UK)
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2NIKKI ILES

JAZZ ON A WINTER’S NIGHT
11 Christmas classics for jazz piano

◆ Favourite Christmas carols and songs in authentic jazz styles, by 
respected jazz pianist and educator

◆ Accessible arrangements, at intermediate level (Grades 4-8)

◆ Emphasis on authentic jazz rhythm, harmony, and voicings, 
all fully notated

◆ Pieces with written-out improvisations – rhythm, harmony, grooves, 
bass-lines and voicings all carefully notated

◆ Range of jazz styles, from swing to contemporary

◆ CD of performances by Nikki Iles, to learn rhythms and feel and
capture that authentic jazz sound

£9.95

A Christmas piano album with swing, style and sophistication

The Christmas Song
Balulalow
Winter Wonderland
Noël nouvelet!
In the Bleak Mid-Winter
O Little Town of Bethlehem
Santa Claus is Coming to Town
I Saw Three Ships
Silent Night
Have Yourself a Merry 

Little Christmas
The Sussex Carol www.oup.com/uk/music

With CD
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Order your OUP music from your local music
shop or phone +44 (0)1536 454590
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Learn more, buy or upgrade now at www.sibelius.com, or call 0800 458 3111
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Sibelius is Avid
Learn more at Avid.com

Perfect scores. Up to twice as fast.

Sue Sinclair – orchestrator and copyist for Howard Shore,
composer for “Lord of the Rings – On Stage”.

“The time savings are amazing - literally half. 
  Stunning good looks and a brain – 
  what more could you want?”

Sue Sinclair – orchestrator and copyist for Howard Shore,Sue Sinclair – orchestrator and copyist for Howard Shore,

“The time savings are amazing - literally half. “The time savings are amazing - literally half. 

New features
include:

• Magnetic Layout

• Track changes & compare versions

• Conduct your scores with Live Tempo

• Easy Chord Symbols

• ReWire support

• Sing music into Sibelius

Imagine never having to spend time tidying your scores ever again. Sibelius 6 positions virtually every detail of your 

score in just the right place – avoiding collisions, and producing perfect results. Sibelius 6 lets you spend more time 

doing what you love — composing great music. And that’s just the start of the new, easy-to-use features.
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